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Abstract
Branching programs (b. p.’s) or decision diagrams are a general graph-based model of se-
quential computation. The b. p.’s of polynomial size are a nonuniform counterpart of LOG.
Lower bounds for dierent kinds of restricted b. p.’s are intensively investigated. An important
restriction are the so-called k-b. p.’s, where each computation reads each input variable at most
k times.
Although exponential lower bounds have been proven for syntactic k-b.p.’s, this is not true
for general (nonsyntactic) k-b.p.’s, even for k = 2. Therefore, the so-called (1;+k)-b. p.’s are
investigated.
For some explicit functions, exponential lower bounds for (1;+k)-b. p.’s are known. We prove
that the hierarchy of (1;+k)-b. p.’s w.r.t. k is strict. More exactly, we present (multipointer)
functions fn;k which are polynomially easy for (1;+k)-b. p.’s, but exponentially hard for (1;+(k−
1))-b. p.’s for k6 12n
1=6= log1=3 n. This is a generalization of a similar result of Sieling [20] for
syntactic (1;+k)-branching programs.
As a by-product, we prove a lower bound of 2n−3
p
n for an explicit (pointer) function in P.
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1. Introduction
A branching program (b. p.) is a computation model for representing the Boolean
functions. The input of a branching program is a vector consisting of the values of
n Boolean variables. The branching program itself is a directed acyclic graph with
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one source. The out-degree of each node is at most 2. Every branching node, i.e. a
node of out-degree 2, is labeled by an input variable and one of its out-going edges is
labeled by 0, the other one by 1. The sinks (out-degree 0) are labeled by 0 and 1. A
branching program determines a Boolean function as follows. The computation starts
at the source. If a node of out-degree 1 is reached, the computation follows the unique
edge leaving the node. In each branching node, the variable assigned to the node is
tested and the out-going edge labeled by the actual value of the variable is chosen.
Finally, a sink is reached. Its label determines the value of the function for the given
input. By the size of a branching program we mean the number of its nodes.
The branching programs are a model of the conguration space of Turing machines
where each node corresponds to a conguration. Thus the polynomial size b. p.’s
represent a nonuniform variant of LOG. Hence, a superpolynomial lower bound on
b. p.’s for a Boolean function computable within polynomial time would imply P 6=
LOG.
In order to investigate the computing power of branching programs, restricted models
were suggested. An important restriction are so called read-once branching programs
(1{b. p.’s), where the restriction is such that during any computation every variable is
tested at most once.
There is a series of lower bound results on 1-b. p.’s for functions in P or NP, e.g.
[4, 6, 8{10, 13, 15, 22{24]. The rst lower bound of magnitude 2n−o(n) for a function in
P was presented in [18], namely, a bound of magnitude 2n−3
p
n. The function used to
prove this lower bound enabled Ablayev to separate nondeterministic OBDD (ordered
1-b. p.) from probabilistic OBDD with two sided error, see [1]. In [18], there is,
moreover, a probabilistic construction using polynomially many random bits that yields
a function with 1-b. p. size at least 2n−O(log n). By derandomizing this construction,
Andreev et al. [3] obtained a function in P with 1-b. p. size at least 2n−O(log
2 n).
In Section 2, we present the lower bound for 1-b. p. from [18], since some part of
it is needed in later sections.
Several generalizations of 1-b. p.’s are investigated. Recently, the most powerful
among them are the so-called k-b. p.’s, where each computation is allowed to test
each variable at most k times. Since no superpolynomial lower bounds even for 2-
b. p.’s are known, even more restricted b. p.’s are investigated. Namely, so called
(1;+k)-b. p.’s, where for every input, there are at most k variables that are tested
during the computation more than once. If, moreover, the variables with repeated tests
may be read at most two times, we obtain a class that contains 1-b. p.’s and is con-
tained in 2-b. p.’s. For (1;+k)-b. p.’s, an exponential lower bound for k up to n
for some xed positive  may be found in [12, 17, 25] The results of [12, 17] hold
even for  arbitrarily close to 1. A superpolynomial lower bound for k = o(n= log n)
is proved in [12].
The two restrictions mentioned above, namely k-b. p.’s and (1;+k)-b. p.’s can be
made even stronger, if the restriction of repeated tests is applied not only to valid
computation paths, but to every possible path from the source to a sink in the b. p.,
including inconsistent paths. In this way, we obtain the so-called syntactic k-b. p.’s
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and syntactic (1;+k)-b. p.’s. Note that each 1-b. p. is a syntactic 1-b. p., while for
k-b. p.’s, k>2 this is not true in general.
For syntactic k-b. p.’s, exponetial lower bounds are known, see [5, 11, 14], for some
k = 
(log n). The result of [5, 11] hold even for nondeterministic k-b. p.’s. For syn-
tactic (1;+k)-b. p.’s, a strict hierarchy according to k was proved in [20, 21] for k at
most roughly 23n
1=3= log2=3 n.
Our second result is to generalize the hierarchy result for syntactic (1;+k)-b. p.’s in
such a way that it holds also for (nonsyntactic) b. p.’s for k6 12n
1=6= log1=3 n. Namely,
we present functions fn;k which are polynomially easy for (1;+k)-b. p.’s, but expo-
nentially hard for (1;+(k − 1))-b. p.’s. This improves a preliminary version [19] of
the present result, where k6 12n
1=8= log1=4 n is required. The improvement is based on
Theorem 4.5, which signicantly improves a similar bound from [20]. Using this im-
provement, also the range of k for which the lower bound for syntactic (1;+k)-b. p.’s
from [20] applies may be enlarged up to 12n
1=2= log n.
In order to prove the hierarchy result, an exponential lower bound for (1;+k)-b. p.’s
is proved. In comparison to [12, 17, 25] the exponential lower bound is reached in a
smaller range of k. On the other hand, while all the three mentioned results use in fact
the same method, the present result demonstrates a dierent one. The method from the
previous results is not usable for the function in the present paper.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 the lower bound for read-once
b.p.’s is presented. In Section 3, a function fn;k of n variables is dened and some its
properties are proved. In Section 4 an exponential lower bound for fn;k in (1;+(k−1))-
b. p.’s is proved using two theorems proved later in Sections 6 and 7. In Section 5,
we present a polynomial size (1;+k)-b. p. for fn;k and summarize the hierarchy result.
2. The read-once lower bound
We shall work with Boolean functions of n variables. By a partial input we under-
stand an element of f0; 1; gn. As usual, the positions containing 0 or 1 mean that the
corresponding input variable is xed to the specied value, while a  means that the
input variable remains free. We say that a partial input u is dened on I , if ui 2 f0; 1g
for all i 2 I and ui =  otherwise.
For a subset I f1; 2; : : : ; ng, let B(I) mean the set of all partial inputs dened on
I . Let f be a Boolean function, I a set of indices of the variables and let u be a
partial input from B(I). Then, let fju mean the subfunction of f obtained from f by
setting xi to ui for all i 2 I . Let I and J be disjoint sets of indices of variables and
let u 2 B(I) and v 2 B(J ). Then, let [u; v] mean the input from B(I [ J ) in which
the variables with indices from I resp. J have the same values as in u resp. v.
In order to dene the Boolean function fn, for which the lower bound will be proved,
we need the following technical denition.
For every natural number n, let p(n) be the smallest prime greater than n. Consider
the set f1; 2; : : : ; ng as a subset of Zp(n), the eld of the residue classes modulo p(n).
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Denition 2.1. For every t 2 Zp(n), let !n(t) = t, if t 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ng and !n(t) = 1
otherwise.
Denition 2.2. For every n, the Boolean function fn is dened for every x 2 f0; 1gn
as fn(x) = xj, where j = !n(
Pn
i=1 i ximodp(n)).
In order to prove the lower bound, we use the following notion introduced in [10].
A function f is called m-mixed, if for every set I of indices of variables such that
jI j6m and for every two distinct u; v 2 B(I), we have fju 6= fjv. We shall need the
following \folklore observation", see [9] for a simple proof.
Theorem 2.3. If f is m-mixed; then every 1-b. p. for f has size at least 2m − 1.
In order to prove that our function fn is m-mixed for m = n− b3
p
nc, we shall use
the following theorem originally proved in [7]. A dierent proof of this theorem may
be found in [2].
Theorem 2.4 (Dias da Silva and Hamidoune [7]). Let p be a prime and let k and h
be integers. Moreover; let h6k6p and let AZp be such that jAj = k. Let B be
the set of all sums of h distinct elements of A. Then; jBj>min(p; hk − h2 + 1).
Corollary 2.5. Let  > 0 be xed. Then, for every large enough n; the following is
true. If AZp(n) and jAj>b(2 + )
p
nc; then; for every t 2 Zp(n); there is a subset
BA such that the sum of the elements of B is equal to t.
Proof. Let h = b(1 + =2)pnc and k = 2h. Choose any subset C of A of size k. By
Theorem 2.4, there are at least min(p(n); h2 + 1) dierent sums of h distinct elements
of C. We have h2 + 1>(1 + =2)2n − O(pn). Since p(n) = n + o(n), see [16], we
have min(p(n); h2 + 1) = p(n). Hence, for every t 2 Zp(n), there is a set BA of h
elements adding up to t.
Lemma 2.6. For every  > 0 and every large enough n, the function fn is m-mixed
for m = n− b(2 + )pnc − 2.
Proof. Throughout this proof, the symbol  means the congruence relation modulo
p(n). Let n be any number, for which Corollary 2.5 holds with the given . Let
k = b(2 + )pnc+ 2 and I f1; 2; : : : ; ng with jI j6n− k. Let u, v be dierent partial
inputs dened on I . Let J = f1; 2; : : : ; ng n I and let
 =
P
i2I
i vi −
P
i2I
i ui:
We are going to prove fju 6= fjv by nding an extension x of u and an extension
y of v such that x and y coincide on the positions in J and f(x) 6= f(y).
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Case 1:  6 0.
We extend u and v to u0 and v0 by setting some positions not xed in u and v.
First we choose any j 2 J n f1g. Let l = !n(j + ). We have j 6= l, since either
l  j + 6 j or l = 1 6= j. Recall that j 2 J . If also l 2 J , we set the position j in
u0 and v0 to 0 and the position l to 1. Hence, in this case, we have u0j = v
0
j 6= u0l = v0l.
If l 2 I , we set the position j of both u0 and v0 in such a way that u0j = v0j 6= v0l.
We have at least b(2 + )pnc positions that are still not specied in both u0 and v0.
By Corollary 2.5, it is possible to extend u0 to a total input x so that
nP
i=1
i xi  j:
If y is the extension of v0, which coincides with x outside I [ fj; lg, we have
nP
i=1
i yi  j +:
It follows that f(x) = u0j and f(y) = v
0
l 6= f(x).
Case 2:   0.
Let j 2 I be such that uj 6= vj. Since jJ j>k, Corollary 2.5 implies the existence
of an extension x of u such that
Pn
i=1 i xi  j. Let y be the total input extending
v which coincides with x outside I . Since   0, we have Pni=1 i yi  j. Hence
f(y) = vj 6= uj = f(x).
Now, Lemma 2.6 and Theorem 2.3 imply the following.
Theorem 2.7. The sequence of Boolean functions ffng1n=1 is in P and for every large
enough n; every 1-b. p. computing fn has size at least 2n−3
p
n.
3. A multipointer function
In this section, we dene the function fn;k and prove some properties of the function.
Informally, the function is dened as follows. The n variables are divided into k blocks
of length m or m+ 1, where m = bn=kc. For every j = 1; 2; : : : ; k, a weighted sum of
the variables of block j determines an index ij of some of the input variables. Then,
the value of the function is the parity of the variables with indices ij for j = 1; 2; : : : ; k.
The exact denition of fn;k requires some technical notation.
Let !n(t) be the function from Denition 2.1.
Denition 3.1. For every t = (t1; t2; : : : ; tk) 2 f1; 2; : : : ; ngk and every x 2 f0; 1gn, let
Par(x; t) = xt1  xt2      xtk .
Denition 3.2. Let k and n be integers and let m = bn=kc. Let the variables be divided
into k blocks of length m or m + 1 and let mi be the length of ith block. For every
i = 1; 2 : : : ; k and j = 1; 2; : : : ; mi, let xi;j denote jth variable of ith block. Then,
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let  n;k : f0; 1gn ! f1; 2; : : : ; ngk be dened as follows. For every x let  n;k(x) =def
(t1; t2; : : : ; tk), where for every i = 1; 2; : : : ; k,
ti = !n
 
miP
j=1
j xi; j modp(n)
!
:
Moreover, let fn;k(x) =def Par(x;  n;k(x)).
The following two lemmas are needed in the next section.
Lemma 3.3. For every large enough n and for every k < n and r satisfying n >
r>kb3pnc; the following is true. If at most n − r of the variables of the func-
tion fn;k are set to some constants; the restricted function is still not a constant
function.
Proof. Let s = b3pnc and s0 = b(2 + )pnc for a xed 0<  < 1. Let n be any
number such that s > s0 and Corollary 2.5 holds for n and the given .
Assume, at most n − r variables are xed. In order to prove the lemma, we nd a
setting of some of the remaining variables such that the following is true.
(i) There is one block, where at least s0 variables are free and all the remaining
blocks are xed completely.
(ii) If i is an index of a completely xed block and ti is the corresponding entry of
 n;k(x), then xti is also xed.
(iii) There is at least one value 0 and at least one value 1 among the xed variables.
Assume that (i){(iii) are true. Let i0 be the index of the block with free variables.
By (i), Corollary 2.5 and (iii), there is a setting of the free variables such that the
entry ti0 of  n;k(x) is an index of a variable set to 0. Moreover, there is also another
setting guaranteeing that ti0 is an index of a variable set to 1. By (ii), the values of
xti for all i 6= i0 are the same for both settings. Hence, the function fn;k may achieve
both the values 0 and 1.
Let us prove that (i){(iii) may be satised. There are at least ks free variables
distributed among k blocks. Hence, the average number of the free variables in one
block is at least s. If there is a block with at most s − 1 free variables, set the
free variables in the block in an arbitrary way and calculate the corresponding entry
of  n;k(x). If the variable with the calculated index is not xed, set it to a constant
arbitrarily. Altogether, we have set at most s variables. After this setting, one of the
blocks is xed completely and the average number of free variables in the remaining
blocks is again at least s.
In each step, there is always at least one block with at least s free variables. Hence,
by repeating of the above setting, we reach a situation, when t6k − 1 blocks are
xed completely and all the remaining blocks contain at least s free variables. The
construction guarantees that, if i-th block is xed completely for some i = 1; 2; : : : ; k
and ti is the corresponding entry of  n;k(x), then the variable xti is xed.
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If there are more than one block with free variables, set the variables in all of these
blocks except one in such a way that the corresponding entry ti of  n;k(x) for each
of the considered blocks is an index of an already xed variable. This is possible by
Corollary 2.5.
Now, we have only one block with free variables. The above construction guarantees
the condition (ii). If (iii) is not satised, set one variable to a value dierent from the
value of already xed variables. We still have at least s− 1>s0 free variables. Hence,
(iii) is satised.
Lemma 3.4. If at most n=k − b3pnc − 1 of the variables of the function  n;k(x) are
set to some constants; the restricted function still satises the following. For every
choice of 16t1; t2; : : : tk6n; there is a setting of the free variables such that  n;k(x) =
(t1; t2; : : : tk).
Proof. In each block, at least b3pnc variables are free. Using Corollary 2.5, each entry
of  n;k(x) may be set to any value from f1; 2; : : : ; ng independently of the other entries.
4. The lower bound for (1;+k)-branching programs
In this section, we prove an exponential lower bound for fn;k in (1;+(k−1))-b. p.’s,
if k is not too large. There are several possibilities how to bound the number of repeated
tests in a path. We use the following denition, i.e., we count only the number of
dierent variables involved in the repeated tests, not the number of these tests.
Denition 4.1. Let P be a b. p. For every input x, let R(x) be the set of indices of
input variables that are read more than once during the computation for x. The b. p.
P is called a (1;+k)-b. p., if for every x, jR(x)j6k.
For a path , let () be the set of indices of the input variables tested in .
Denition 4.2. Let S be some set of paths in a b. p. going from a node u to a node
v. Then the number
[
2S
()
−min2S j()j
will be called the uctuation of S. If both occurrences of () in the above expression
are replaced by ()\ I , where I is a set of indices of variables, we call the resulting
number the uctuation of S relative to I .
We say that an edge (u; v) is a test of a variable xi, if u is of degree 2 and xi is
the label of u.
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Denition 4.3. We say that a branching program P is (p; r)-well-behaved, if it satises
the following three conditions:
(i) Every path from the source of P to a sink contains at least p tests.
(ii) The rst p tests on any path starting in the source of P test p dierent variables.
(iii) If w is any node of P and S is the set of all paths with p tests leading from the
source to w, then the uctuation of S is less than r.
One of the key steps of the proof of the lower bound is the following theorem. Its
proof may be found in Section 6.
Theorem 4.4. Let n; k; p; r be integers such that r < n and 2kp6n − r. Let f be
a Boolean function of n variables such that any setting of at most n − r variables
to constants still leads to a nonconstant function. Let P be a (1;+(k − 1))-b. p.
computing f. Then; there is a subprogram P0 of P arising from P by setting at most
2(k − 1)p variables to constants that is (p; r)-well-behaved.
To prove the lower bound, we combine Theorem 4.4 with the following Theorem
4.5. If vj is a vector, let vj;i be its ith coordinate.
Theorem 4.5. Let k; p and m be integers. For j = 1; 2; : : : ; m; let vj 2 f0; 1gp. Assume
that for every k-tuple 16i1; i2; : : : ; ik6p; there is a function  : f0; 1gp ! f0; 1g such
that
(1)  is computable by a decision tree of depth at most k − 1.
(2) For every j = 1; 2; : : : ; m we have
(vj) = vj;i1  vj;i2      vj;ik :
Then; we have
m6
k−1P
i=0

p
i

:
This theorem improves a similar bound from [20], where m62p(1−1=k) is proved un-
der the same assumption. Note that for a constant k the two bounds dier exponentially.
The proof of the theorem may be found in Section 7.
Now, we can state and prove the lower bound result.
Theorem 4.6. Let n; k be integers and let k6 12n
1=6= log1=3 n. Then; every (1;+(k−1))-
b. p. computing fn;k has size at least 2
(n=k
2).
Proof. First, let us introduce an auxiliary notation. For partial inputs u1; u2; : : : ; us spec-
ifying disjoint sets of variables, let [u1; u2; : : : ; us] denote the (partial) input specifying
all the variables specied in some of uj in the same way as in the corresponding uj.
Let r = kb3pnc, q = n=k − b3pnc − 1 and p = bq=2kc. In particular, we have
2kp6q6n − r. By Lemma 3.3, setting of at most n − r variables in fn;k leads to a
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nonconstant function. Hence, the function fn;k satises the assumption of Theorem 4.4
for our choice of k, p and r. Let P be a (1;+(k − 1)){b. p. of size c computing fn;k .
Consider the subprogram P0 of P guaranteed by Theorem 4.4. Let u be the partial input
with at most 2(k− 1)p xed variables which yields P0 and let w1 be the source of P0.
We have that P0 is a (1;+(k − 1))-b. p. of size at most c computing the restriction of
fn;k according to u.
Let w2 be the node of P0 such that the number of paths starting at w1, ending in w2
and containing p tests is maximal. There are at least 2p=c such paths. Call the set of
these paths P1. Each path tests some set of variables. Since P0 is (p; r)-well-behaved,
the uctuation of P1 is less than r and hence, there are at most
(p+r
r

dierent sets of
variables tested along individual paths from P1. Let P2 be some of the largest subsets
of P1 of paths testing exactly the same set of variables. Then, we have
jP2j> 2
p
c
(p+r
r
 :
Each path in P2 together with u determines a partial input. For every partial input, it
is possible to evaluate its contribution to the k entries of the value of  n;k(x). By this,
we mean the sums from Denition 3.2 restricted to variables with the value xed by
u and the given path from P2. The number of possible contributions is at most p(n)k .
Hence, there is a subset P3 of P2 of paths with the same contributions and such that
its size m =def jP3j satises
m>
2p
c
(p+r
r

p(n)k
: (1)
Let v1; v2; : : : ; vm be the list of elements of P3 and let I be the set of indices of variables
set to a constant by input vj. By construction of P3, jI j = p. We are going to verify
that the inputs v1; v2; : : : ; vm satisfy the assumption of Theorem 4.5 assumming w.l.o.g.
that I = f1; 2; : : : ; pg.
Let us x some i1; i2; : : : ; ik 2 I . Let y be a partial input such that [u; v1; y] is a
total input satisfying  n;k([u; v1; y]) = (i1; i2; : : : ; ik). Such a y exists, since the number
of variables xed by [u; v1] is not larger than 2kp6n=k − b3
p
nc − 1 and therefore we
may apply Lemma 3.4.
Since all the partial inputs v1; v2; : : : ; vm have the same contributions to the sums in
the Denition 3.2,  n;k([u; vj; y]) = (i1; i2; : : : ; ik) for all j = 1; 2; : : : ; m.
Consider the restriction P00 of P0 according to the values of input variables from the
input y. The only free input variables of P00 are the variables with indices from I . For
every vj, the computation of P00 computes fn;k([u; vj; y]) = Par([u; vj; y]; (i1; i2; : : : ; ik)) =
vj;i1  vj;i2      vj;ik . Moreover, for every vj, the computation of P00 reads all the
variables with indices from I , then it reaches the node w2 and in the rest of the
computation, at most k − 1 variables with indices in I are read, since P00 is also a
(1;+(k − 1))-b. p.
Consider the subprogram of P00 starting in w2 and let P000 be the decision tree
obtained from this subprogram as follows. First, we expand the subprogram starting at
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w2 into a tree. In the second step, we delete all edges of the tree that are not visited
by any computation starting from w2 for some of vj. After this, some of the nodes of
the tree may have out-degree 1. In the last step, every such node is deleted and the
edge leading to it is redirected to the single successor of the considered node.
Every leaf of P000 is reached by a computation for some vj, otherwise some of the
edges of the path leading to the leaf would have been deleted. Hence, each path of P000
tests at most k − 1 variables, since for some j = 1; 2; : : : ; m, the path is followed by
the computation for [u; vj; y] and this computation has read all variables in I already
before reaching w2.
Let  be the function computed by P000. Clearly,  satises the assumption (1) of
Theorem 4.5.
By construction of P000, P00 and P000 are equivalent on inputs vj. Thus, for each
j = 1; 2 : : : ; m, we have (vj) = fn;k([u; vj; y]) = vj;i1  vj;i2      vj;ik . Hence, 
satises also assumption (2) of Theorem 4.5.
These arguments work for every k{tuple of indices from I . Hence, Theorem 4.5
implies m6
Pk−1
i=0
(p
i

.
Together with (1), this implies
k−1P
i=0

p
i

>
2p
c
(p+r
r

p(n)k
:
Since
Pk−1
i=0
(p
i

6pk6nk ,
(p+r
r

6nr and p(n) = n+ o(n), we have
c>2p−r log n−kO(log n): (2)
Since k = o(
p
n), we have p = (1− o(1))n=2k2. Moreover, r63kpn. Altogether,
c>2(1−o(1))n=2k
2−(1+o(1))3kpn log n:
It is easy to see that for every k6 12n
1=6= log1=3 n, this implies c>2
(n=k
2) as required.
5. The hierarchy
We shall prove an upper bound for the complexity of the function fn;k on (1;+k)-
b. p.’s. Together with the lower bound from the previous section, it implies that (1;+k)-
b. p.’s are more powerful than (1;+(k − 1))-b. p.’s.
Theorem 5.1. For every large enough n and for any integer k satisfying k6
1
2n
1=6= log1=3 n; we have
(i) There is a (1;+k)-b. p. computing fn;k of size O(n2).
(ii) Every (1;+(k − 1))-b. p. computing fn;k has size at least 2
(n=k2).
Proof. It is sucient to prove (i). We construct a (1;+k)-b. p. P computing fn;k .
Consider the input variables in the input x divided into k blocks in the same way
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as in the denition of  n;k(x). In particular, mi is the length of the i-th block. Let
 n;k(x) = (i1; i2; : : : ; ik), where ij are functions of x. In order to describe P, we shall
describe for every j = 1; 2; : : : ; k a b. p. Pj computing xi1xi2  xij . Then, P is Pk .
Let x1; x2; : : : ; xm1 be the variables in the rst block. The b. p. P1 is leveled and
it reads the variables in the rst block in the natural ordering. For simplicity, assume
that each level consists of p(n) vertices corresponding to the residue classes modp(n).
The computation starts in level 0 in the node corresponding to 0. After reading x‘,
the computation reaches the ‘-th level in the node corresponding to the residue class
x1 + 2x2 + 3x3 +    + ‘x‘modp(n). For each ‘ = 0; 1; : : : ; m1 − 1 and each node w
at level ‘, this determines the two nodes at level ‘+ 1, where the edges from w lead
to. Consider the node corresponding to t 2 Zp(n) at level m1. In this node, the variable
with index !n(t) is tested and its value is the output of P1.
The b. p. just described computes xi1 , since the computation reaches the m1th level
in the node corresponding to x1 + 2x2 + 3x3 +   + m1xm1 modp(n) and by denition
of  n;k(x), we have i1 = !n(x1 + 2x2 + 3x3 +   + mxm).
Now, assume, Pj is constructed. In order to construct Pj+1, append to each of the
two sinks of Pj a b. p., computing xij in a way similar to the computation of xi1 in
P1. We obtain a b. p. with four sinks corresponding to the four possible values of
xi1  xi2      xij and xij+1 . Now, Pj+1 is obtained by joining the sinks with the same
value of xi1  xi2      xij+1 .
Note that P1 has size at most p(n)n=k. Moreover, for each j = 2; 3; : : : ; k, the b. p.
Pj contains at most 2p(n)n=k additional nodes w.r.t. Pj−1. Hence, Pk is of size at most
2p(n)n = O(n2).
6. Proof of Theorem 4.4
Let us start the proof. Two tests of the same variable are called consistent, if they
require the same value of the variable.
We shall construct a sequence v0; v1; : : : ; vt ; vt+1 of nodes of P, where v0 is the source
and a sequence T1; T2; : : : ; Tt ; Tt+1, where Ti is a set of some paths from vi−1 to vi. We
construct these two sequences by a process starting with v0 being the source of P and
with an empty sequence of sets. The process will be described in steps. In step j, we
start with some sequence v0; v1; : : : ; vj of nodes and a sequence of sets T1; T2; : : : ; Tj, we
add a new node vj+1, a new set Tj+1 and possibly modify the sets Ti for i = 1; : : : ; j.
In each step of the process, a type A or B is assigned to each of the sets Ti except
Tt+1. The type is assigned when the set is created and it may be modied if the set is
changed at some later step.
Given the sets T1; T2; : : : ; Tj in some step of the process, we say that  is a path in
T1; T2; : : : ; Tj, if  is a concatenation of paths i, where i 2 Ti for i = 1; 2; : : : ; j.
In each step of the process, we require that the sequence T1; T2; : : : ; Tj is consistent.
By this, we mean that any path in T1; T2; : : : ; Tj is consistent. We will require an even
stronger structural property as follows.
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Requirement 1. If there is a path in T1; T2; : : : ; Tj containing at least two tests of a
variable xi, then
(a) all tests of xi in T1; T2; : : : ; Tj are consistent;
(b) every path in T1; T2; : : : ; Tj contains at least two tests of xi.
The variables having at least two tests in some path in T1; T2; : : : ; Tj will be called
xed, since their value is uniquely determined by the paths in T1; T2; : : : ; Tj. During
the construction, we will keep also the following.
Requirement 2. The number of sets of type B is always at most twice the number of
xed variables.
At the beginning of the process, i.e. for j = 0, the sequence of sets is empty and
hence it satises both Requirements 1 and 2. The procedure of constructing the sets Ti
and the assignment of types will be such that in each step of the process, Requirements
1 and 2 remain satised.
Let us describe the set Tj+1 given the sets T1; T2; : : : ; Tj. For this purpose we dis-
tinguish the following types of non-xed variables. A variable is called exposed, if it
has an occurrence in T1; T2; : : : ; Tj, but it is not xed. A variable is called new, if it
has no occurrence in T1; T2; : : : ; Tj.
In order to describe Tj+1, we construct a set S of paths starting in vj. In each step
of this construction, we either modify the set S or stop the construction and describe
vj+1 and Tj+1.
At the beginning, let S consist only of the path of length zero starting in vj. In each
step, we look for a path  2 S containing less than p tests of new variables and do
the following.
1. If  leads to a node v testing a xed variable, add to  the edge from v consistent
with the tests of the variable in T1; T2; : : : ; Tj. In this situation, the construction of
S continues.
2. If  leads to a node v testing a new variable, which is not used also in the tests
in , replace  in S by the two paths extending  by both edges leaving v. In this
situation, the construction of S continues.
3. If  leads to a node v testing a new variable, which is already tested in , stop
the construction of S and do the following. Extend  by the edge from v consistent
with the previous test of the same variable in . Call the new path 0. Moreover,
set vj+1 to the end of 0, set Tj+1 to f0g and set its type to B. Since we increased
the number of xed variables by one, Requirement 2 remains satised.
4. If  leads to a node v testing an exposed variable, stop the construction of S and
do the following. Let ‘ be such that T‘ contains a test of the considered exposed
variable. Select a path  in T‘ containing its test and modify T‘ so that T‘ = fg
and set its type to B. Moreover, extend  by the edge from v which is consistent
with . Call the extended path 0. Moreover, set vj+1 to the end of 0, set Tj+1 to
f0g and set its type to B. We have possibly add two new sets of type B, but we
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also increased the number of xed variables by one. Hence, Requirement 2 remains
satised.
5. If  leads to a sink v, then stop the construction of S and set vj+1 = v, Tj+1 = fg.
No type is assigned to Tj+1 in this case.
6. If there is no path  in S with less than p tests of new variables, then all paths in S
contain exactly p tests of distinct new variables and some number of tests (possibly
0) of xed variables. There are no tests of exposed variables. Moreover, there are 2p
paths in S and none of them is a prex of another. In this situation, stop the construc-
tion of S and do the following. For every node u, let Su be the subset of paths from S
leading to the node u. Then, choose u so that the uctuation of Su relative to the new
variables is maximal. Then, set vj+1 = u, Tj+1 = Su and let the type of Tj+1 be A.
The above algorithm describes the construction of Tj+1. It is repeated until vj+1 is
a sink. Then, set t = j. Since the paths in T1; T2; : : : ; Tt ; Tt+1 test less than (t + 1)p
distinct variables and lead to a sink, the assumption of the theorem implies (t+1)p >
n− r>2kp, i.e. t>2k.
Since P is a (1;+(k − 1))-b. p., the number of xed variables in T1; T2; : : : ; Tt is
at most k − 1. It follows from Requirement 2 that there is at least one set of type A
among T1; T2; : : : ; Tt . Let Tj be the rst of these sets.
All the sets T1; T2; : : : ; Tj−1 are of type B and hence contain exactly one path. Let 
be their concatenation. Note that  contains at most 2(k−1)p tests of distinct variables.
If we set the variables tested in  to the values required in , we obtain a subprogram
P0 of P, in which vj−1 is the source. The variables not tested by  remain free in P0.
Let us prove that P0 is (p; r)-well-behaved. When created, the set Tj was assigned
type A, otherwise, it cannot have type A at the end of the process. In step j− 1, when
Tj was created, all the paths in the set S constructed at this step contained exactly p
tests of new variables and some number of variables xed already in that step. Note
that the sets Ti, i < j, containing the tests of the xed variables had type B already
in step j − 1. In particular, each of these sets Ti contained only one path. These sets
have not been changed until the end of the process and hence the paths in these sets
are contained in . It follows that the variables xed at step j − 1 are xed also by
. On the other hand, the variables which were new in step j − 1 cannot be tested in
. It follows that all the variables being new in step j− 1 belong to the free variables
of P0. Note that the set S constructed in step j − 1 skips only paths inconsistent with
the xed variables in step j − 1 and hence inconsistent with . Hence, every path in
P0 starting in the source of P0, even not contained in Tj, contains an initial segment,
which belongs to the set S constructed in step j−1. Since the construction of S in step
j−1 reached the situation described in the algorithm in rule 6, we have the following.
Every path in P0 starting in the source of P0 contains at least p tests of free variables
before reaching a sink. These variables were new in step j − 1. Moreover, the rst p
tests in any such path test distinct variables. This implies (i) and (ii) of the denition
of (p; r)-well-behaved b. p.
Let u be a node of P0. Denote by S 0u the set of all paths leading from the source of
P0 to u and containing exactly p tests of free variables. By the previous paragraph, the
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uctuation of this set of paths relative to the free variables is exactly the uctuation
of Su relative to the new variables in step j − 1. The node vj was chosen so that this
uctuation is maximal. Hence, in order to prove (iii) of the denition of (p; r)-well-
behaved b. p., it is sucient to prove that the uctuation of S 0vj relative to the free
variables is less than r.
Note that S 0vj is exactly Tj. The variables tested in Tj that are not xed by  were
exposed in all steps after step j−1. Hence, they have no occurrence in Tj+1; : : : ; Tt ; Tt+1.
Otherwise, the type of the set Tj would have been changed to B. It follows that, if
the uctuation of Tj relative to the variables not xed by  is at least r, it is possible
to choose i 2 Ti for all i>j so that the path j : : : t+1 contains no test of at least
r variables and leads to a sink. This is a contradiction with the assumption of the
theorem. Hence, Tj has uctuation less than r relative to the variables not xed by .
7. Proof of Theorem 4.5
Let us start the proof. The inputs vj, j = 1; 2; : : : ; m are elements of f0; 1gp. As
usual, we denote by xi the projection function to the ith coordinate dened on f0; 1gp.
In order to simplify the argument, let us use the (−1; 1)-representation of the Boolean
values. In particular, every 0 is replaced by 1 and every 1 is replaced by −1 in vj
for all j = 1; 2; : : : ; m. In this representation, the parity xi1  xi2      xik is the
product xi1xi2 : : : xik . Let us consider the values −1 and 1 as elements of Z3. By the
assumption of the theorem, every product xi1xi2 : : : xik coincides with a decision tree of
depth k − 1 on all inputs vj, j = 1; 2; : : : ; m. The function computed by the decision
tree is a polynomial of degree at most k − 1, which may be obtained as the sum of
contributions of all paths of the tree, where the contribution of a path with output b
and tests xj1 = a1; xj2 = a2; : : : ; xjk−1 = ak−1 is
b
1 + a1xj1
2
1 + a2xj2
2
1 + ak−1xjk−1
2
:
Since we consider only inputs with values −1 and 1, we also have the identity x2i = 1.
By the above facts, for each monomial of degree at most k there is a polynomial
of degree at most k − 1 which coincides with the given monomial on the inputs vj.
As a consequence, also each polynomial of degree at most k can be replaced by a
polynomial with degree at most k − 1 which coincides with the original polynomial
on the inputs vj. In fact, every polynomial of any degree coincides on these inputs
with a polynomial of degree at most k − 1. To prove this, we proceed by induction
on the degree. In each step, we consider all the monomials of the highest degree. In
each of them, we select arbitrarily k distinct variables and replace their product by a
polynomial of degree at most k − 1.
For every m-tuple of values a1; a2; : : : ; am 2 Z3, one can easily nd a polynomial
of degree at most p having the value aj on input vj for all j = 1; 2; : : : ; m. By the
considerations above, one can even nd a polynomial of degree at most k−1 with the
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same property. Hence, the number of polynomials of degree at most k − 1 must be at-
least 3m. In other words,
3m63
Pk−1
i=0
(pi):
This implies the theorem.
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